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The Cherub: What it is --- and what it isn’t
What exactly are we dealing with when the Bible mentions angels? 

For now, let’s start with the word CHERUB

   This short commentary (with illustrations) begins our “angel study” as we see what a
cherub is according to the Scriptures, and as seen in God’s creation of nature as revealed
within  our  scope  of  observation.  Testimony  from God’s  Word  reveals  that  “cherub
angels” “arch angels” and “angels in general” are not any heavenly race of spirit beings
as we have been taught in the Sunday schools of the various churches.  That type of
“angelic being” theology is inherently classified as “Jewish fables” mentioned in the
book of Titus 1:14, of which Paul tells us we are not to give any credence whatsoever. 

   Fictitious church angelology and demonology have contributed much in blinding and
distracting God’s family from our mission of enhancing God’s Kingdom (government)
in the Earth, while institutional religion and politics of men have worked in tandem to
rule the world for their own material gain.  In the primary (albeit erroneous)  teaching of
church angelology we have the story of how a cherub angel named Lucifer rebelled
against  God in  heaven,  and how “he”  and a  certain  number  of  angels  conducted  a
celestial war thereby.  As the story goes  --- Lucifer the cherub was cast out into the
Earth with his angel army, whereupon Lucifer became known as Satan.  This account is
not  found  in  the  Scriptures.  It  is  dogmatic  church  fantasy.  The  word  cherub  is  the
Hebrew word  keruwb  listed  at  Strong’s  Concordance  #H3742 and is  defined as  “a
cherub or imaginary figure;  plural  cherubim.” That’s the entire definition presented
which doesn’t  really give us much insight.  The real  meaning of  cherub comes from
looking into God’s Word.

   However, before we continue with an initial step in unraveling the jumbled ball of
yarn  spun  by  religious  superstition  concerning  “spirit  being  angels”,  let’s  set  a
foundation to understand the elementary principle of a simple electrical device known as
a capacitor.  This may seem like a deviation from our topic, but it isn’t. 

   The significance of understanding what a capacitor is will become unmistakably clear
as we begin to reconsider our long held curious doctrines in favor of the solid truth of
reality as written in God’s Word by the prophets and apostles. 

   A capacitor is an electrical component used to collect and store electrical charges. In
its simplest form a capacitor is comprised of two conductive plates (metallic) with a
non-conductive  (dielectric)  material  in-between.  A  capacitor  used  to  be  called  a
condenser.  When you “short out” a capacitor , (i.e. - use a wire to touch the “+” and the

“-” terminals together ) the capacitor discharges its power very quickly, and will give    1
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off a loud explosive sound.  Terminals close to each other will produce a spark, and if
the  capacitor  charges  are  replenished  quickly  enough  a  visible  stream  of  electrons
similar  to controlled lightning will  appear between the terminal  ends’ space.  This  is
called a “spark gap”.

Example of two simple capacitors

       

 
           

 Below are two capacitors as used in present                            Here is a spark gap that can be used
electronic equipment. Touching the terminal ends                    to discharge a capacitor loaded with
with one’s hands can prove deadly (as the stored                      enough electrons to jump the gap:
 electricity is discharged into your body):

Below shows the energy release that results when the two terminal ends of a capacitor are situated
 above a fully charged capacitor bank and brought into close proximity of each other:
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Below is the construction of the Ark of the Covenant according to Scripture. ( Exodus 
25:10-22)  It is a box of acacia wood (a dielectric) covered within and without with gold 
plate to form a classic capacitor. The cherubs are artistic symbolic gold figures 
representing God’s power and royalty. They are also perfect energy emitters that are 
placed so as to cause an advanced “spark gap” for a super capacitor. 

    Furthermore, the Scriptures record that the cherubim of Solomon’s temple were large
(approx) 15 feet  high figures also covered with gold, and as well had their “wings”
meeting in the center of the ceiling area typical of a device conducting some sort of high
energy field. (I Ki. 6:23-28) It is no accident that gold (a superior electrical conductor) is
the  metal  of  choice  for  cherubim since  Scripture  verses  referring  to  them routinely
describe an advanced power source of enormous and strange phenomena.  

   The  cherubim (that is:  capacitors) placed at Eden (Gen.3:24) to drive Adam away
would therefore be no different.  Sure enough, we read of their “flaming sword” as the
deterrent that directed Adam away from the Garden.  In being consistent with the word
“  cherub”   (that is: gold covered capacitors) when correctly used throughout Scripture,
the below pictorial depiction of the cherubim of Eden is reasonably more accurate than
that of assuming that “spirit being guardian angels wielding swords” deterred Adam. 
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Below: a possible rendering similitude of the cherubim in Eden of
an advanced golden capacitor design with “flaming swords”.

(This energy device, or similar, correlates with the gold 
 cherubim’s energy properties of the Ark of the Covenant).

 [In fairness to another Scriptural possibility, the Edenic cherubim could have also been
a natural storm cloud “capacitor” as explained on page 5.  But nothing in the Hebrew
text tells us of any “spirit being angel race people” as constituting the Eden cherubim.]

    There are a few other definitions attached to the word cherub (plural:cherubim) as
noted in Scripture.  These are comprised of carved or drawn cherub figures, the cherub
as  denoting  a  force  of  nature,  and  the  cherubim  mentioned  in  visions.   All  these
symbolically represent the majesty and power of God Almighty.  None of these support
the notion of an angelic order of spirit beings named cherubs, nor do these meanings tell
of  a  high cherub named Lucifer  who supposedly fell  from heaven in a  war  against
Yahweh the living God of Israel.   A sci-fi theory that cherubs were an advanced race of
beings who were “kicked out” of some distant galaxy is also totally non-existent in the
content of God’s written Word.

   Additionally, in regard to our study, the word angel will also be further examined in
the MP3 audio sermons in light of the Scriptures.  As with the word cherub, the word
angel has  been  theologically  rearranged  by  spiritists  and  occultists  among  the
institutional clergy to propose a “spirit world” that is not found in the Word of God.
With  Christianity  being  transformed  into  a  mystical  religion  instead  of  being  the
champion of God’s government it is meant to be, Christians have for centuries been
“beating the air”  (I Cor.9:26) in a charade of a supposed “spirit fight” that serves no
purpose and never existed at all.                                                                                       4



  In the mean time the real-life enemies among us continues to strip all application of
God’s laws from society while anticipating the day in which they may physically murder
the last of Saxon Israelites from the entire planet. May the eyes of Christians be opened
before such an event takes place.                                                                                            

   Continuing ---  we shall  examine  yet  one  more  Bible  cherub,  that  being the  one
mentioned  upon  which  Yahweh  rides.   Consistent  with  the  entire  scope  of  Bible
“cherubs” it is also a capacitor of electron charges, but in the realm of  nature. When
David  called  upon  God for  deliverance  we  read  that  The  Almighty  is  described  as
coming to David’s assistance thusly:  

“-- He (YHVH) rode upon a cherub, and did fly, yea, He did ride upon the wings of the 
wind” (Psalm 18:10)   [side note: YHVH or YHWH are both acceptable depending on the century 
and geographical location of the ancient Hebrew text to which we refer]
More importantly, do we find here any “angelic cherub spirits” of mystic spiritism in 
this account?  We surely do not.  The poetic symbolism means that God controls nature.

It continues, “He made darkness His secret place; His pavilion round about Him were 
dark waters and thick clouds of the skies – Yahweh also thundered in the heavens – He 
shot out lightnings” (vs 11-14)
 
“ –-Yahweh rideth upon a swift cloud, and shall come into Egypt --” (Isaiah 19:1  
Psalm 18:10 above)

Thus, Scripture is plainly telling us this --- “The  cherub of nature” is the dark water
thick cloud of the thunder lightning storm.”  This “cherub”, just like other cherubs, is an
extremely powerful capacitor capable of emitting huge amounts of energy. Technically
the clouds and the Earth are the conductive collecting plates and the air in-between is the
dielectric. ( compare to the capacitor examples on page 2)

  

“Electricity is the flow of charge. The current is the amount of charge that flows through a cross-sectional area
in one second. Voltage is the work done per charge. The voltage of lightning varies with certain altitudes and
thickness of the bolt. These fluctuating values are caused by the fact that the cloud and earth act as   capacitors  . A  
capacitor is a device used to store a charge. When the spacing between them increases, the voltage needed to
produce lightning increases.” [quote: https://hypertextbook.com/facts/ – electrical nature analysis.]               5



   We therefore have two clearly defined Scriptural possibilities of  what the Edenic
cherubim were, both definitions clearly following the created natural law of capacitance.
These definitions from the Bible account are:

1) If the Eden cherub(s) was a divinely designed device (as was the Ark of the Covenant)
it was a gold covered power capacitor of some type with the ability to emit “flaming
swords”, that is --- a huge energy release.

2) If the Eden cherub(s) was of a natural order, then it was a series of divinely placed
super thunder/lightning storms of great intensity, however still being energy collecting
capacitors  “upon  which  Yahweh  rides”  (controls).   That’s  it.  There  are  no  other
Scriptural definitions relating to the Ark cherubim or the Edenic cherubim.

   The  word  “angel”  is  not  even  used  in  Genesis  3:24  concerning  Eden.   Are  we
beginning to see how far the spiritist  denominations of  world religions have strayed
from the  Word  of  God?   Scriptural  “cherubs  angels”  have  nothing  to  do  with  the
churches’ superstitious concept of them.

   Prayerfully this short illustrative commentary will point the Bible researcher in the
direction of further inquisitive studies concerning the topic of cherubs and angels that
none of us have received from the theology of the church denominations. The related
MP3s sermons about angels are here > MP3     Audios   (then scroll down the page to locate
the audio sermons: “The astonishing truth about angels”)
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